Abstract -Collision detection is of paramount importance for many applications in computer graphics and visualization. Typically, the input to a collision detection algorithm is a large number of geometric objects comprising an environment, together with a set of objects moving within the environment. In addition to determining accurately the contacts that occur between pairs of objects, one needs also to do so at real-time rates. Applications such as haptic force-feedback can require over 1000 collision queries per second.
Introduction
The collision detection (CD) problem takes as input a geometric model of a scene or environment (e.g., a large collection of complex CAD models), together with a set of one or more moving ("flying") objects, possibly articulated, and asks that we determine all instants in time at which there exists a nonempty intersection between some pair of flying objects, or between a flying object and an environment model. Usually, we are given some information about how the flying objects are moving, at least at the current instant in time; however, the motions may change rapidly, depending on the evolution of a simulation (e.g., modeling some physics of the system), or due to input devices under control of the user. In some applications, it is important to make computations based on the geometry of the region of intersection between pairs of colliding objects; in these cases, we must not only detect that a collision occurs, but also report all pairs of primitive geometric elements (e.g., triangles) that are intersecting at that instant. Thus, we can distinguish between the CD problem of pure detection and the CD problem of detect and report.
Real-time collision detection is of critical importance in computer graphics, visualization, simulations of physical systems, robotics, solid modeling, manufacturing, and molecular modeling. The requirement for speed in interactive use of virtual environments is particularly challenging; e.g., haptic force-feedback can require on the order of 1000 intersection queries per second. One may, for example, wish to interact with a virtual world that models a cluttered mechanical workspace, and ask how easily one can assemble, access, or replace component parts within the workspace: Can a particular subassembly be removed without collisions with other parts, and while not requiring undue awkwardness for the mechanic? When using haptic force-feedback, the mechanic is not only alerted (e.g., audibly or visually) about a collision, but actually feels a reactionary force, exerted on his body by a haptic device.
A simple-minded approach to CD involves comparing all pairs of primitive geometric elements. This method quickly becomes infeasible as the model complexity rises to realistic sizes. Thus, many approaches have recently been proposed to address the issue of efficiency; we discuss these below.
Our Contribution. In this paper, we present a new approach to CD, based on a form of bounding volume hierarchy ("BV-tree"). Our main contributions include:
1. a careful study of effective methods of constructing BV-trees, using "discrete orientation polytopes" (" -dops"); 2. an effective method for applying BV-trees of -dops for moving (rotating) objects, as well as an efficient algorithm, using BV-trees, for detecting collisions 1 , as objects move within a complex static environment; and 3. experimental results, with real and simulated data, to study design issues of BV-trees that are most relevant to collision detection.
We have paid careful attention to the generation of particularly challenging and diverse datasets for algorithm design and for comparative studies. Our tests provide experimental evidence that our methods compare quite favorably with the best previous methods. This paper is accompanied by supplementary material on the WWW, including additional color photos, sample datasets, and the (soon to be released) source code; refer to the authors' web pages.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Prior and related work is reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 provides an introduction to BV-trees, discrete orientation polytopes, and design choices in constructing effective BVtrees. Section 4 highlights our collision detection algorithm and several key issues related to it. Implementation details and experimental results are reported in Section 5. The conclusion, Section 6, includes a discussion of extensions and future work.
Previous Work
Due to its widespread importance, there has been an abundance of work on the problem of collision detection. Many of the approaches have used hierarchies of bounding volumes or spatial decompositions to address the problem. The idea behind these approaches is to approximate the objects (with bounding volumes) or to decompose the space they occupy (using decompositions), to reduce the number of pairs of objects or primitives that need to be checked for contact.
Octrees [33, 35] , -d trees [24] , BSP-trees [34] , brep-indices [8, 42] , tetrahedral meshes [24] , and (regular) grids [19, 24] are all examples of spatial decomposition techniques. By dividing the space occupied by the objects, one needs to check for contact between only those pairs of objects (or parts of objects) that are in the same or nearby cells of the decomposition. Using such decompositions in a hierarchical manner (as in octrees, BSP-trees, etc.) can further speed up the collision detection process.
Hierarchies of bounding volumes have also been a very popular technique for collision detection algorithms. (They have also been widely used in other areas, e.g., ray tracing [1, 20, 29, 44] .) In building hierarchies on objects, one can obtain increasingly more accurate approximations of the objects, until the exact geometry of the object is reached. The choice of bounding volume has often been to use spheres [27, 28, 37] or axis-aligned bounding boxes (AABBs) [7, 24] , due to the simplicity in checking two such volumes for overlap (intersection). In addition, it is simple to transform these volumes as an object rotates and translates.
Another bounding volume that has become popular recently is the oriented bounding box (OBB), which surrounds an object with a bounding box (hexahedron with rectangular facets) whose orientation is arbitrary with respect to the coordinate axes; cf. Fig. 1(b) . This volume has the advantage that it can, in general, yield a better (tighter) outer approximation of an object, as its orientation can be chosen in order to make the volume as small as possible. In 1981, Ballard [2] created a two-dimensional hierarchical structure, known as a "strip tree," for approximating curves, based on oriented bounding boxes in the plane. Barequet et al. [6] have recently generalized this work to three dimensions (resulting in a hierarchy of OBBs known as a "BOXTREE"), for applications of oriented bounding boxes for fast ray tracing and collision detection. Zachmann and Felger [45, 46] have used a similar term, "BoxTree", for their hierarchies of oriented boxes, which are also used for collision detection, but are differently constructed from the "BOXTREE" of Barequet et al.
One leading system publicly available for performing collision detection among arbitrary polygonal models is the "RAPID" system, which is also based on a hierarchy of oriented bounding boxes, called "OBBTrees", implemented by Gottschalk, Lin, and Manocha [21] . The efficiency of this method is due in part to an algorithm for determining whether two oriented bounding boxes overlap. This algorithm is based on examining projections along a small set of "separating axes" and is claimed to be an order of magnitude faster than previous algorithms. (We note that Greene [22] previously published a similar algorithm; however, we are not aware of any empirical comparisons between the two algorithms.)
Other approaches to collision detection have included using space-time bounds [27] and four-dimensional geometry [9, 10] to bound the positions of objects within the near future. By using a fourth dimension to represent the simulation time, contacts can be pin-pointed exactly; however, these methods are restrictive in that they require the motion to be pre-specified as a closed-form function of time. Hubbard's space-time bounds [27] do not have such a requirement; by assuming a bound on the acceleration of objects, he is able to avoid missing collisions between fast-moving objects.
There has been a collection of innovative work which utilizes Voronoi diagrams [11, 30, 31, 32] to keep track of the closest features between pairs of objects. One popular system, I-COLLIDE [11] , uses spatial and temporal coherence in addition to a "sweep-and-prune" technique to reduce the pairs of objects that need to be considered for collision. Although this software works well for many simultaneously moving objects, the objects are restricted to be convex. More recently, Ponamgi, Manocha, and Lin have generalized this work to include non-convex objects [38] .
In addition to the "practical" work highlighted above, there have also been a considerable number of "theoretical" results on the problem of collision detection in the field of computational geometry. In particular, the distance (and thus intersection) between two convex polytopes can be determined in Ç´ÐÓ ¾ Òµ, where Ò is the total number of vertices of the polytopes, by using the Dobkin-Kirkpatrick hierarchy [15, 16, 17] , which takes Ç´Òµ time and space to construct. In the case of one convex polytope and one non-convex polytope, the intersection detection time increases to Ç´Ò ÐÓ Òµ [14, 40] , while actually computing the intersection [18] takes Ç´Ã ÐÓ Ãµ time, where Ã is the size of the input plus output. Schömer [40] detects the intersection between two translating " -iso-oriented" polyhedra (nonconvex, having normals among directions, where is a fixed constant) in time Ç´Ò ¿·¯µ , for any fixed positive constant¯ ¼. Schömer and Thiel [41] have recently provided the first provably (worst case) sub-quadratic time algorithm for a general collection of polyhedra in motion along fixed trajectories. However, the result is purely of theoretical interest, as the methods are based on several sophisticated (unimplemented) techniques.
Recently, Suri, Hubbard, and Hughes [43] have given theoretical results that may help to explain the practicality of bounding volume methods, such as our own. In particular, they show that in a collection of objects that have bounded aspect ratio and scale factor 2 , the number of pairs of objects whose bounding volumes intersect is roughly proportional, asymptotically, to the number of pairs of objects that actually intersect, plus the number of objects. Suri et al. use this result to obtain an output-sensitive algorithm for detecting all intersections among a set of convex polyhedra, having bounded aspect ratio and scale factor; their time bound is Ç´´Ò · µ Ð Ó ¾ Òµ, for Ò polyhedra, where is the number of pairs of polyhedra that actually intersect.
BV-Trees
We assume as input a set Ë of Ò geometric "objects", which, for our purposes, are generally expected to be triangles in 3D that specify the boundary of some polygonal models. Much of our discussion, though, applies also to more general objects.
A BV-tree is a tree, BVT(Ë), that specifies a bounding volume hierarchy on Ë. Each node, , of BVT(Ë) corresponds to a subset, Ë Ë, with the root node being associated with the full set Ë. Each internal (non-leaf) node of BVT(Ë) has two or more children; the maximum number of children for any internal node of BVT(Ë) is called the degree of BVT(Ë), denoted by AE. The subsets of Ë that correspond to the children of node form a partition of the set Ë of objects associated with . In a complete BV-tree of Ë, the leaf nodes are associated with singleton subsets of Ë. The total number of nodes in BVT(Ë) is at most ¾Ò ½; the height of a complete tree is at least ÐÓ AE Ò , which is achieved if the BV-tree is balanced. Also associated with each node of BVT(Ë) is a bounding volume, ´Ë µ, that is an (outer) approximation to the set Ë using a smallest instance of some specified class of shapes (e.g., boxes, spheres, polytopes of a given class, etc.). In most of this paper, we will be focusing on the case of a single (rigid) object, specified by a set of boundary primitives (triangles), given in one particular position and orientation, that is moving ("flying") within an environment, specified by a set of "obstacle" primitives (triangles). We refer to BVT( ) as the flying hierarchy and BVT( ) as the environment hierarchy.
Design Criteria
The choice of which class (or classes) of shapes to use as bounding volumes in a BV-tree is usually dependent upon the application domain and the different constraints inherent to it. In ray tracing, for example, the bounding volumes chosen should tightly fit the primitive objects but also allow for efficient intersection tests between a ray and the bounding volumes [29] . Weghorst, Hooper, and Greenberg [44] discussed making this choice for ray tracing, and they provided a cost function to help analyze hierarchical structures of bounding volumes. Gottschalk, Lin, and Manocha [21] looked at this same cost function in the context of collision detection. Given two large input models and hierarchies built to approximate them, the total cost to check the models for intersection was quantified as
where Ì is the total cost function for collision detection, AE Ú is the number of pairs of bounding volumes tested for overlap, Ú is the cost of testing a pair of bounding volumes for overlap, AE Ô is the number of pairs of primitives tested for contact, and Ô is the cost of testing a pair of primitives for contact.
While Equation 1 is a reasonable measure of the cost associated with performing a single intersection detection check, it does not take into account the cost of updating the flying hierarchy as the flying object rotates. While for some choices of bounding volumes (e.g., spheres), there is little or no cost associated with updating the flying hierarchy, in general there will be such a cost, and, in particular, we experience an update cost for our choice ( -dops). Thus, we propose that for collision detection in motion simulation that the cost is best written as the sum of three component terms:
where Ì , AE Ú , Ú , AE Ô , and Ô are defined as in Equation 1, while AE Ù is the number of nodes of the flying hierarchy that must be updated, and Ù is the cost of updating each such node.
Based upon this cost function, we would like our bounding volumes to (a) approximate tightly the input primitives (to lower AE Ú , AE Ô , and AE Ù ), (b) permit rapid intersection tests to determine if two bounding volumes overlap (to lower Ú ), and (c) be updated quickly when the primitives (and consequently the bounding volumes) are rotated and translated in the scene (to lower Ù ). Unfortunately, these objectives usually conflict, so a balance among them must be reached.
Discrete Orientation Polytopes
Here, we concentrate on our experience with bounding volumes that are convex polytopes whose facets are determined by halfspaces whose outward normals come from a small fixed set of orientations. For such polytopes, we have coined the term discrete orientation polytopes, or " -dops", for short. 3 See Fig. 1 Researchers at IBM have used the same ½ -dops (which they call "tri-boxes" or "T-boxes") for visual approximation purposes within 3DIX [12, 13] . This idea of using planes of fixed orientations to approximate a set of primitive objects was first introduced in the ray tracing work of Kay and Kajiya [29] . Axis-aligned bounding boxes (AABBs) are often used in hierarchies because they are simple to compute and they allow for very efficient overlap queries. But AABBs can also be particularly poor approximations of the set that they bound, leaving large "empty corners"; consider, for example, a needle-like object that lies at a 45-degree orientation to the axes. Using -dops, for larger values of , allows the bounding volume to approximate the convex hull more closely. Of course, the improved approximation (which tends to lower AE Ú , AE Ô , and AE Ù ) comes at the cost of increasing the cost, Ú , of testing a pair of -dops for intersection (since Ú Ç´ µ) and the cost, Ù , of updating -dops in the flying hierarchy (since Ù Ç´ ¾ µ).
To keep the associated costs as small as possible, we have been using only -dops whose discrete orientation normals come as pairs of collinear, but oppositely oriented, vectors. Kay and Kajiya referred to such pairs as bounding slabs [29] . Thus, as an AABB bounds (i.e., finds the minimum and maximum values of) the primitives in the Ü, Ý, and Þ directions, our -dops will also bound the primitives but in ¾ directions. This has the advantage in that our (conservative) disjointness test for two -dops is essentially as trivial as checking two AABBs for overlap: we simply perform ¾ interval overlap tests. This test is far simpler than checking for intersection between OBBs or between convex hulls. Further, since the ¾ defining directions are fixed, the memory required to store each -dop is only values (one value per plane), since the orientations of the planes are known in advance.
Bounding spheres are another natural choice to approximate an object, since it is particularly simple to test pairs for overlap, and the update for a moving object is trivial. However, spheres are similar to AABBs in that they can be very poor approximations to the convex hull of the contained object. Hence, bounding spheres yield low costs Ú and Ù , but may result in a large number, AE Ô , of pairs of primitives to test. Oriented bounding boxes (OBBs) can yield much tighter approximations than spheres and AABBs, in some cases. Also, it is relatively simple to update an OBB, by multiplying two transformation matrices. However, the cost Ú for determining if two OBBs overlap is roughly an order of magnitude larger than for AABBs [21] . At the extreme, convex hulls provide the tightest possible convex bounding volume; however, both the test for overlap and the update costs are relatively high.
In comparison, our choice of -dops for bounding volumes is made in hopes of striking a compromise between the relatively poor tightness of bounding spheres and AABBs, and the relatively high costs of overlap tests and updates associated with OBBs and convex hulls. The parameter allows us some flexibility too in striking a balance between these competing objectives. For moderate values of , the cost Ú of our conservative disjointness test is an order of magnitude faster than testing two OBBs. Also, while updating a -dop for a rotating object is more complex than updating some other bounding volumes, we have developed a simple approximation approach, discussed in Section 4.1, that works well in practice. Fig. 1 highlights the differences in some of the typical bounding volumes. Here, we provide a simple twodimensional illustration of an object and its corresponding approximations by an axis-aligned bounding box (AABB), an oriented bounding box (OBB), and a -dop (where ).
Design Choices
Our study has included a comparison of various design choices in constructing BV-trees, including: (1) the degree, AE, of the tree (binary, ternary, etc.); (2) top-down versus bottom-up construction; (3) the choice of the -dops; and (4) splitting rules.
Degree of the Tree
Minimizing the height of the tree is usually a desirable quality when building a hierarchy, so that when searches are performed, we can traverse the tree, from the root to a leaf, in a small number of steps. The degree, AE, specifies the maximum number of children any node can have. Typically, the higher the degree, the smaller the height of the tree. There is, of course, a trade-off between trees of high and low degree. A tree with a high degree will tend to be shorter, but more work will be expended per node of the search. On the other hand, a low-degree tree will have greater height, but less work will be expended per node of the search.
We have chosen to use binary (AE ¾ ) trees for all of the experiments reported herein, for two reasons. First, they are simpler and faster to compute, since there are fewer options in how one splits a set in two than how one partitions a set into three or more subsets. Second, analytical evidence suggests that binary trees are better than AE-ary trees, for AE ¾. In particular, if one considers balanced trees (with Ò leaves) whose internal nodes have degree AE ¾, then the amount of work expended in searching a single path from root to leaf is proportional to ´AEµ Ǽ ½µ ¡ ÐÓ AE Ò, since at most AE ½ of the AE children need to be tested before we know how to descend. Simple calculus shows that the function ´AEµ is monotonically increasing over the interval AE ¾´½ ½µ (and ¼1 µ ¼ ). Restricting AE to integer values greater than one, we see that ´AEµ is minimized by AE ¾ . Of course, this analysis does not address the fact that a typical search of a BV-tree will not consist of a single root-to-leaf path. However, from our limited investigation of some typical searches, we have found that our choice of AE ¾ is justified. We leave for future work the thorough experimental investigation of the trade-offs between different values of AE.
Top-Down versus Bottom-Up
In constructing a BV-tree on a set, Ë, of input primitives, we can do so in either a top-down or a bottom-up manner.
A bottom-up approach begins with the input primitives as the leaves of the tree and attempts to group them together recursively (taking advantage of any local information), until we reach a single root node which approximates the entire set Ë. One example of this approach is the "BOXTREE", by Barequet et al. [6] . A top-down approach starts with one node which approximates Ë, and uses information based upon the entire set to recursively divide the nodes until we reach the leaves. OBBTrees [21] are one example of this approach.
In all of our tests reported here, we also construct our BV-trees in a top-down approach. While we have some limited experience with one bottom-up method of tree construction, we do not have enough experience yet in comparing alternatives to be able to make definitive conclusions about which is better; thus, we leave this issue for future investigation.
Choice of -DOPs
Our investigations use 6-dops (AABBs), 14-dops, 18-dops, and 26-dops. More specifically, for our choice of ½ -dop, we find the minimum and maximum coordinate values of the vertices of the primitives along each of 7 axes, defined by the vectors´½ ¼ ¼µ,´¼ ½ ¼µ,´¼ ¼ ½µ,´½ ½ ½µ,´½ ½ ½µ,´½ ½ ½µ, and´½ ½ ½µ. Thus, this particular -dop uses the halfspaces that define the facets of an AABB, together with additional diagonal halfspaces that serve to "cut off" as much of the corners of an AABB as possible. Our choice of ½ -dop also derives 6 of its halfspaces from those of an AABB, but augments them with 12 additional diagonal halfspaces that serve to cut off the 12 edges of an AABB; these 12 halfspaces are determined by 6 axes, defined by the direction vectors´½ ½ ¼µ,´½ ¼ ½µ,´¼ ½ ½µ, ½ ½ ¼µ,´½ ¼ ½µ, and´¼ ½ ½µ. Finally, our choice of ¾ -dop is simply determined by the union of the defining halfspaces for the 14-dops and 18-dops, utilizing the 6 halfspaces of an AABB, plus the 8 diagonal halfspaces that cut off corners, plus the 12 halfspaces that cut off edges of an AABB.
We emphasize that our choice of -dops is strongly influenced by the ease with which each of these bounding volumes can be computed. In particular, the normal vectors are chosen to have integer coordinates in the set ½ ¼ ½ , implying that no multiplications are required for computing them. We leave to future work the investigation of other (larger) values of , e.g., -dops determined by normal vectors having integer coordinates in the set ¼ ¦½ ¦¾ . 
Splitting Rules for Building the Hierarchies
Each node in a BV-tree corresponds to a set Ë of primitive objects, together with a bounding volume (BV), ´Ë µ.
In constructing effective BV-trees, our goal is to assign subsets of objects to each child, ¼ , of a node , in such a way as to minimize some function of the "sizes" of the children, where the size is typically the volume or the surface area of ´Ë ¼ µ. For ray tracing applications, the objective is usually to minimize the surface area, since the probability that a ray will intersect a BV is proportional to its surface area. For collision detection, though, we minimize the volume, expecting that it is proportional to the probability that it intersects another object.
Since we are using binary trees, the assignment of objects to children reduces to the problem of partitioning Ë in two. There are ½ ¾´¾ Ë ¾µ different ways to do this; thus, we cannot afford to consider all partitions. Instead, we associate each triangle of Ë with a single "representative" point (we use the centroid), and we split Ë in two by picking a plane orthogonal to one of the three coordinate axes, and assigning a triangle to the side of the plane where the centroid lies. This results in at most ¿ ¡´ Ë ½µ different nontrivial splits, since there are three choices of axis and, for each axis, there are Ë ½ different splits of the centroid points.
Choice of Axis
We choose a plane orthogonal to the Ü-, Ý-, or Þ-axis based upon one of the following objective functions:
Min Sum: Choose the axis that minimizes the sum of the volumes of the two resulting children.
Min Max: Choose the axis that minimizes the larger of the volumes of the two resulting children.
Splatter: Project the centroids of the triangles onto each of the three coordinate axes and calculate the variance of each of the resulting distributions. Choose the axis yielding the largest variance.
Longest Side: Choose the axis along which the -dop, ´Ë µ, is longest.
The amount of time required to evaluate each of the above objective functions varies greatly, and this leads to corresponding variation in the preprocessing time to build a BV-tree. The "longest side" method is the fastest, requiring only three subtractions and two comparisons to determine which axis to choose. The next fastest is the "splatter" method which runs in linear time, Ç´ Ë µ. The slowest methods are "min sum" and "min max", which both require that we calculate the volumes occupied by each of the three pairs of possible children; this requires time Ç´ Ë µ to compute the six -dops for the candidate children, plus Ç´ ÐÓ µ to compute the volumes of these -dops. 4 In Section 5, we report on the results of experiments comparing these four methods of selecting the axis. (See Tables 4 and 5 .) The default method in the current software is the "splatter" method, which, while giving slightly worse collision detection times than the "min sum" method, gives a preprocessing time that is an order of magnitude less than "min sum".
An interesting question for future work is to investigate the effect of allowing the axis to be chosen from a larger set; e.g., it may be beneficial to permit the axis to be in any of the ¾ directions that define the -dops that we are using in the BV-tree. Of course, any such potential improvement in collision detection time must be weighed against the increased cost of preprocessing.
Choice of Split Point
Once we have chosen the axis that will be orthogonal to the splitting plane, we must determine the position of the splitting plane, from among the Ë ½ possibilities.
We have investigated in depth two natural choices for the splitting point: the mean of the centroid coordinates (along the chosen axis), or the median of the centroid coordinates.
In prior work of Held et al. [24] , the median was always used for splitting, with the rationale that one wants to obtain the most balanced possible BV-tree.
However, here we investigated also the option of splitting at the mean, in case this results in a tighter fitting bounding volume approximation, while not harming the balance of the tree too severely. In fact, in earlier work of Held et al. [25] , experiments showed that the total volume of the BVs in the tree was less in the case of splitting at the mean versus the median. Since the total volume associated with the tree may be considered to be a good indicator of the quality of approximation, this previous work suggested that we should investigate the impact of this choice (median versus mean) on the efficiency of collision detection.
For the datasets reported in Section 5.2, we compared the number of operations required for collision detection (AE Ú , AE Ô , and AE Ù ) when the hierarchies were built using each of the two choices. In every test run, there were more operations performed when using the median than when using the mean. Thus, even though the hierarchies were usually deeper when using the mean, the overall amount of work done during the collision detection checks was less due to the better approximations. In addition, the average collision detection time was also greater in every case when using the median: the smallest increase being ½±, and the largest increase being ¿ ±. It thus became clear that the tighter approximations provided by using the mean outweighed the better balanced trees produced by using the median. For more details on these experiments, please refer to Tables 4 and 5 in Section 5.2. Our implementation selects between only these two possibilities (the mean or the median). We can, however, propose some alternatives for future investigation in the optimizing of the splitting decision, depending on how much preprocessing time is available for constructing the hierarchy: We could optimize over (a) all Ë ½ different centroid coordinates, or (b) a random subset of these coordinates.
Collision Detection Using BV-Trees
We turn now to the problem of how best to use the flying hierarchy, BVT( ), and the environment hierarchy, BVT( ), to perform collision detection (CD) queries. In processing these CD queries, we consider choices of: (a) the method of updating the -dops in the flying hierarchy as the flying object rotates, so that they continue to approximate the same subset of primitive objects; (b) the algorithm for comparing the two BV-trees to determine if there is a collision; (c) the depth of the flying hierarchy; and (d) the order in which to perform the ¾ interval overlap tests when testing two -dops for intersection.
Tumbling the BV-Trees
For each position of the flying object in the scene, we will need to have a BV-tree representing the flying hierarchy, in order to be able to perform CD queries efficiently. If the flying object were only to translate, then the BV-tree that we construct for its initial position and orientation would remain valid, modulo a translation vector, in any other position. However, the flying object also rotates. This means that if we were to transform (translate and rotate) each bounding -dop, ´Ë µ, represented at each node of the flying hierarchy, we would have a new set of bounding -dops, forming a valid BV-tree for the transformed object, but the normal vectors defining them would be a different set of vectors than those defining the -dops in the environment hierarchy (which did not rotate). This would defeat the purpose of having -dops as bounding volumes, since the overlap test between two -dops having different defining normal vectors is far more costly than the conservative disjointness test used for aligned -dops. Thus, it is important to address the issue of "tumbling" the bounding -dops in the flying hierarchy. The cost of each such updating operation has been denoted by Ù in Equation 2.
One "brute force" approach to this issue is to recompute the entire flying hierarchy at each step of the flight. This is clearly too slow for consideration. A somewhat less brute force approach is to preserve the structure of the flying hierarchy, with no changes to the sets Ë , but to update the bounding -dops for each node of the flying hierarchy, at each step of the flight. This involves finding the new maximum and minimum values of the primitive vertex coordinates along each of the ¾ axes defining the -dops. This is still much too costly, both in terms of time and in terms of storage, since we would have to store with each node the coordinates of all primitive vertices (or at least those that are on the convex hull of the set of vertices in Ë ).
So, we considered two other methods to tumble the nodes , while preserving the structure of the hierarchy: 5 Then, as Ë tumbles, we use the "brute force" method to compute the exact bounding -dop of the transformed set Î´Ë µ; this bounding -dop still contains the transformed Ë , but it need not be the smallest -dop bounding it. Fig. 2 shows a two-dimensional example of method (II). In this example, , and the original object and -dop are shown in Fig. 2(a) . Fig. 2(b) depicts the object rotated ¿¼ degrees (counterclockwise) and the correspondingdop. The result of tumbling the original -dop and recomputing the new -dop is shown in Fig. 2(c) . The dashed lines represent the rotated (original) -dop, and the solid lines show the new -dop that we use to approximate the object. Ideally, we want our approximate -dop to be very close to the exact -dop shown in Fig. 2(b) . Note that a tumbled -dop need not be strictly larger than the exact -dop of a rotated object (although this is typically the case). For instance, for the -dop depicted in the figure, rotating the object by degrees causes the tumbled -dop to coincide with the exact -dop.
Both methods (I) and (II) rely on a preprocessing step in which we compute a B-rep. In method (I), we precompute the convex hull of the vertices of Ë , and store the result in a simple B-rep. In method (II), we must compute the vertices in the B-rep of the -dop ´Ë µ, for the original orientation of Ë . This means that we must compute the intersection of halfspaces. This is done by appealing to the following fact (see, e.g., [36] ): The intersection of a set of halfspaces can be determined by computing the convex hull of a set of points (in 3D), each of which is dual 6 to one 5 It is important that we transform the original B-rep vertices, rather than those of the bounding -dop at each step. Indeed, if we were to transform the bounding -dop, compute a new bounding -dop, transform it, etc., the bounding volume would grow increasingly larger with each step. 6 In one standard definition of duality, the dual point associated with the plane whose equation is Ü · Ý · Þ ½ is the point´ µ. See [36] . of the planes defining the halfspaces, and then converting the convex hull back to primal space; a vertex, edge, facet of the convex hull corresponds to a facet, edge, vertex of the intersection of halfspaces. We compute the convex hull of the dual points in 3D using a simple incremental insertion algorithm (see [36] ). We have considered some of the trade-offs between methods (I) and (II). The nodes closest to the root of the flying hierarchy are the most frequently visited during searching. Thus, it is important that the bounding -dops for these nodes be as tightly fitting as possible, so that we can hopefully prune off a branch of the tree here. This suggests that we apply method (I) at the root node, and at nodes "close" to the root node of the flying hierarchy.
We implemented and tested our algorithm using both methods, and conducted experiments to determine if the extra cost of method (I) was worth it for nodes near the root of the hierarchy. In all cases, it was worthwhile spending the time to compute the exact bounding -dop at the root node; the time saved due to pruning greatly outweighed the additional time spent doing the hill-climbing. We also performed experiments in which we applied method (I) to nodes on levels of the tree close to the root. However, we found that this additional overhead was not justified; the time saved due to additional pruning did not outweigh the extra time required to perform the hill-climbing. In fact, the total running time increased when using method (I) for any nodes other than the root node. Consequently, we are currently using the approximation method (II) for all nodes in the hierarchy, except the root node, where we perform hill-climbing (I).
An interesting future research question is also suggested here. The flying hierarchy is constructed according to the object's initial position and orientation, as it is given to us. An alternative to this is to try finding an "optimal" orientation for the flying object, where "optimal" could possibly be interpreted as the orientation that minimizes the total volume of the hierarchy or that allows for the most efficient collision checks.
Tree Traversal Algorithm
Given the environment hierarchy, BVT( ), and the flying hierarchy, BVT( ) (after tumbling), we must traverse the two trees efficiently to determine if any part of the flying object collides with some part of the environment. The algorithm we use is outlined in Algorithm 1. It consists of a recursive call to TraverseTrees( ), where is the current node of the flying hierarchy and is the current node of the environment hierarchy. Initially, we set and to be the root nodes of the hierarchies. for each child of 9.
TraverseTrees( , ) 10. else 11.
for each child of 12.
TraverseTrees( , ) 13. return Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code of the tree traversal algorithm.
For comparison purposes, we have also implemented a variant of this traversal algorithm in which line 9 of the algorithm is replaced by TraverseTrees( , root of the environment hierarchy). The rationale for this variant is that it may be that the bounding volume at a node of the flying hierarchy intersects a large number of leaves in the environment hierarchy, BVT( ), while the children of form a much tighter approximation and intersect far fewer leaves of BVT( ). (This is especially true for nodes of the flying hierarchy, since our approximation method of tumbling -dops results in "looser" fitting bounding volumes.) Thus, by restarting the search at the root of BVT( ), for each child of , we may actually end up with fewer overlap checks in total. We have found experimentally, though, that this variant does not perform as well in practice as what we describe in Algorithm 1. While there are cases in which this variant is better, yielding a slightly lower (by about 5%) average CD time, overall it usually is inferior. In particular, for the suite of experiments reported in this paper, the variant is almost always slower, in some cases by as much as 10-20%.
Depth of the Flying Hierarchy
The depth of the flying hierarchy has a significant impact upon the total cost, Ì , associated with performing a collision detection query, since it can affect the values AE Ú , AE Ô , and AE Ù in Equation 2. A deeper hierarchy will tend to increase the number of bounding volume overlap tests (AE Ú ) and the number of nodes that have to be updated (AE Ù ), but to decrease the number of pairs of primitives (triangles) which will be checked for contact (AE Ô ). A shallower tree will tend to have the opposite effect.
The problem of selecting the optimal depth is difficult to address in general because it is highly data-dependent, as well as dependent upon the costs Ú , Ô , and Ù . At the moment, we have "hard-coded" a threshold ; once the number of triangles associated with a node falls below , we consider this node to be a leaf of the tree. For all of the experiments reported in this paper, we used a threshold of ½ for the environment hierarchy, and a threshold of ¼ for the flying hierarchy. These values were determined to work well on a large variety of datasets. We leave it as an open problem to determine effective methods of automatically determining good thresholds, or of allowing variable thresholds at different nodes within a hierarchy.
Overlap and Intersection Tests
While processing a CD query, the most frequently called function is usually that of testing whether or not two -dops overlap. The cost of this operation has been denoted by Ú in Equation 2. Recall that all our -dops are defined by the same fixed set of directions for any particular . Thus, a -dop is completely defined by ¾ intervals describing the extents along those directions. Two -dops ½ ¾ do not overlap if at least one of the ¾ intervals of ½ does not overlap the corresponding interval of ¾ . If the -dops overlap along all ¾ directions, then we conclude that they may overlap. They may be disjoint, separated by a plane parallel to one edge from each -dop; however, for efficiency, we use a conservative disjointness test based on only the ¾ directions. Thus, we need at most floating-point comparisons, and no arithmetic operations, in our overlap test.
In performing this overlap test, the order in which we check the ¾ intervals may have an effect upon the efficiency of the primitive. For example, it seems likely that if the intervals defined by one direction overlap, then the intervals defined by another direction, which is fairly "close" to the first one, will also result in an overlap. Thus, we would like to order the interval tests so that we test intervals with largely different directions (one after the other). In doing so, we hope quickly to find a direction (if one exists) along which the given intervals do not overlap, and thus exit the routine. This is an interesting question for further study. Finally, at the lowest level of our CD query algorithm, we ultimately must be able to test whether or not two primitives (triangles) intersect. The cost of this operation has been denoted Ô ; it involves arithmetic operations on floating-point numbers. We have developed a collection of efficient intersection tests for pairs of primitive geometric elements; see Held [23] for details on the triangle-triangle intersection test that we use.
Implementation and Experimentation
Our algorithms have been implemented in C and tested upon a variety of platforms (SGI, Sun, PC). They run on general polygonal models (often called "polygon soup"), and can easily handle cracks 8 , (self-)intersections, and other deficiencies of the input data. We assume that the input consists simply of a list of vertices and a list of triangles without any adjacency information 9 . Our BV-tree construction and collision detection algorithms are robust and relatively simple; they do not make any decisions based upon the topology of the data, so cannot run into inconsistency problems (due to floating-point errors) when searching (or building) the BV-trees. To avoid missing collisions between objects, we use an epsilon threshold, , which can be specified by the user. In order to maintain efficiency in the implementation of -dops, we have "hard-coded" the logic for each of the four choices of . Therefore, we choose the value of (and the appropriate code) at compile time by means of compiler switches.
Throughout this section, we report on some comparisons with the system called "RAPID" (Rapid and Accurate Polygon Interference Detection), which has been made publicly available by the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 10 . This library utilizes oriented bounding box trees (OBBTrees) [21] .
Memory Requirements
For an environment dataset of Ò input triangles, we store in one array ( ¾Ò bytes) the vertices of the triangles (whose coordinates are 8-byte floating point numbers), and in another array (½¾Ò bytes) the integer indices into the vertex array, indicating for each of the Ò triangles which three vertices comprise it 11 . For each node of the environment hierarchy, we need to store the numbers that define the bounding -dop ( bytes), two pointers to the children of the node ( bytes), and an integer index to indicate which triangle is stored in each leaf ( bytes). Thus, we need · ½ ¾ bytes per node. There are approximately ¾Ò (¾Ò ½, to be exact) nodes in the hierarchy, since it is a complete binary tree, with each leaf containing just one triangle.
In total, we will therefore need´½ · ½¼ µÒ bytes to store all Ò triangles of the environment, together with the hierarchy. Substituting , ½ , ½ , and ¾ , we see that we need ¾¼ , ¿¿¾, ¿ , and ¾ bytes per input triangle, respectively. For comparison, it has been reported in [21] that the RAPID implementation requires ½¾ bytes per input triangle.
The memory used to store a flying object of Ñ triangles is identical to that of storing the environment ( Ñ bytes).
However, the memory needed for the flying hierarchy is more difficult to put into a closed-form expression, since it is highly data dependent. In particular, our threshold, , for stopping the construction of the hierarchy (as discussed in Section 4.3) is ¼ , which means that instead of having ¾Ñ ½ nodes in the hierarchy, we will have ¾Ñ ¼ ½, where Ñ ¼ denotes the number of leaves, which can vary between 1 and Ñ. Also, we need to store the original B-rep vertices of the initial -dops (Section 4.1) with each node, and these numbers vary for each choice of flying object.
We can, however, compute worst-case upper bounds on the number of vertices in the B-rep of each of our -dops: for ½ ½ ¾ , the maximum possible number of vertices in a -dop is 8, 24, 32, and 48, respectively.
For each node of the flying hierarchy, we store the numbers that define a -dop ( bytes), two pointers to the children ( bytes), the number of triangles bounded by the -dop ( bytes) -since the threshold is not ½ in this case, the list of triangle indices bounded by this node, the number of original B-rep vertices ( bytes), a list of the B-rep vertices, and an integer to indicate when the node was last "tumbled" ( bytes) -to avoid re-tumbling the node if it is accessed more than once during the CD query for one step of the flight.
In addition, we also need to store the B-rep for the convex hull associated with the root node of the flying hierarchy (Section 4.1). In the experiments reported here, the flying "Pipes" dataset required the most memory, almost ½ megabytes, to store its convex hull.
Experimental Set-up
Our experiments have used real and simulated datasets of various complexities, ranging from tens of triangles to a few hundred thousand triangles. We made a special effort to devise datasets that were particularly difficult for our method and others. For instance, we considered "swept volume" datasets, in which a moving object is swept through space on a random motion, then numerous obstacles are randomly placed close to, but not penetrating, the swept volume; finally, we fly the object on the original path, causing it to come very close to collision with thousands of nearby obstacles, without it actually hitting any of them. While these "challenging" datasets are unlikely to arise in practice, a goal of our study was a systematic comparison of alternative methods and alternative choices of parameters within our own methods.
For all of the results reported here, we used a Silicon Graphics Indigo ¾ , with a single 195 MHz IP28/R10000
processor, 192 Mbytes of main memory, and a Maximum Impact Graphics board. The code was compiled with GNU gcc (respectively, g++ for RAPID). All timings were obtained by adding the system and user times reported by the C library function "times". In order to smooth out minor variations in the timings, all tests have been run repeatedly, and we report average times. Although we ran RAPID on the same machine and with the same timing command, we appreciate the difficulty that exists in making comparisons between different algorithms implemented by different people. Many issues, such as tolerances (for overlaps) and what geometric primitives to use and how they are tested for intersection, can play a crucial role in an algorithm's performance. Also, we do not know to which extent RAPID has been optimized to achieve efficiency. (However, RAPID does use assembler code in order to speed up computations, which serves as an indication that it has certainly been optimized to some extent.)
Experimental Results
Average Costs of Ô , Ú , and Ù We begin by reporting results of an experiment to determine the average cost of testing two primitives (triangles) for intersection, using our code. For 100,000 triangle-triangle intersection queries, all of which had their bounding boxes overlap, in order to avoid simple rejections, the average query time per test, Ô , was 0.0035 milliseconds (ms).
Next, we investigate how the costs Ú and Ù vary with choice of . In Table 1 , we show experimental results comparing the average cost, Ú , of testing two -dops for overlap. The table also shows the average time, Ù , required to perform updates on the -dops, using the approximating -dops method described in Section 4.1. The -dops used in these tests were taken directly from the experiments (flights) described later in this section. Table 1 : Average costs of Ú and Ù (in ms), for different choices of . Table 2 shows timing data on four typical datasets: (1) Pipes: an interweaving pipeline flying among a larger copy of the same system of pipes; (2) Torus: a deformed torus flying in the presence of stalagmites 12 ; (3) 747: a Boeing 747 model flying among 25,000 random disjoint tetrahedral obstacles; and (4) Swept: an "axis-shaped" polyhedron flying through a swept volume surrounded by 10,000 random tetrahedral obstacles.
Average Collision Detection Query Times
In order to simulate motion of these "flying" objects, we implemented a form of "billiard paths": a flying object is moved along a random path, "bouncing" off of obstacles that it hits in the environment. We do not attempt to simulate a real "bounce"; rather, we simply reverse the trajectory when a collision occurs. For a more detailed look at accurately handling collision response, please refer to the work by Moore and Wilhelms [33] , Bouma and Vaněček [8] , and the large collection of work by Baraff [3, 4, 5] .
Timing results for a fifth dataset, Interior, are also listed in Table 2 . Images of this particular flight are shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(b) . This industrial dataset was provided to us by The Boeing Company and models a small section of the interior of an airplane. The flying object in this case is a model of a "hand", whose path was generated by an engineer at Boeing, using a data-glove, as an example of how one would like to use collision detection when immersed on a virtual environment. Our collision detection algorithms were applied to this flight in order to detect all of the contacts, i.e., all pairs of triangles that are in intersection, during the flight. As seen in Table 2 , there were many such contacts for this flight, with an average of 33 contacts per step, over the 2500 steps; it was the intention of the engineer generating the data to provide a "rigorous workout" for CD algorithms.
For comparison, we have recorded the results obtained by using the collision detection library RAPID.
All of the timings reported here give the average CPU-consumption per check for collision, exclusive of rendering and of motion simulation. Table 2 : Average CD Time (in ms), using our "Splatter" splitting rule.
Based solely upon these times, our ½ -, ½ -, and ¾ -dop methods perform well in comparison with RAPID's OBB method, running faster on all five of the datasets; the only exception being the ½ -dop method during the 747's flight on our own generated data. As expected, the -dop method (i.e., axis-aligned bounding boxes), did not perform as well as these other methods, nor as well as when using OBBs in the RAPID implementation. Out of all of our methods, using an ½ -dop for our bounding volume in the BV-trees, appears to be the best. In addition, most of the collision detection times are below ¾ milliseconds (many are even below ½ millisecond), which allows us to perform these queries at real-time rates.
For the results in Table 2 , all of our hierarchies were built using one of our fastest construction algorithms, based upon the "splatter" splitting rule discussed in Section 3.3.4. We chose this algorithm because of its speed, and because of the fast CD query times which were obtained. As our 18-dop method appears to be the best, we have provided the following tables which highlight the amount of preprocessing time required for all of the construction methods (longest side, min sum, min max, and splatter), as well as the CD query times which each method generated. Table 3 : Preprocessing Time (in minutes), using our 18-dop method.
18-dop method, for each of the four construction rules: longest side, min sum, min max, and splatter 13 . Our fastest methods are clearly the "longest side" and "splatter" algorithms, which are essentially equal for all of the datasets. Likewise, the "min sum" and "min max" methods both require about the same amount of work; however, these two methods are typically an order of magnitude slower than the others. The fastest method, in terms of preprocessing time, is RAPID, which requires only about 30-40% of the time required by the "splatter" method. The longest preprocessing time that we have witnessed (45 minutes) occurred when using the "min max" method on the Interior dataset for the ¾ -dop method. In order to avoid a lengthy wait each time the code is run on a standard dataset, our software has the option to store the environment hierarchy to a binary file. For this dataset, having 169,944 input triangles, the binary file to store the 26-dop hierarchy is roughly 69 megabytes in size and takes just under 10 seconds to load. Table 4 : Average CD Time (in ms), using our 18-dop method, dividing at the mean.
In conjunction with Table 3, Table 4 highlights the corresponding CD query times for each of the construction methods. From this table, it becomes clear that the "min sum" method is typically the best; however, unless one can afford to spend a great deal of additional time preprocessing the environments, the best choice appears to be the "splatter" method, as it takes considerably less time to preprocess and provides CD query times that are nearly as good.
In addition to the four construction methods that we have been mentioning, we also discussed in Section 3.3.4 the option of splitting based on the mean versus the median of the centroid coordinates along the selected axis. In the preceding tables, we have always used the mean. To provide some justification for our using the mean by default, we have included Table 5 , which shows the average CD query time for the 18-dop method for each of the four splitting rules when we use the median instead of the mean. Table 5 : Average CD Time (in ms), using our 18-dop method, dividing at the median.
In comparing Tables 4 and 5 , we see that using the median never results in faster query times. In quite a few cases, the median method is at least ± slower than the mean method, and in the "Pipes" dataset, the median method 13 In each of these cases, we split at the mean rather than the median.
is between ¾ ± and ¿ ± slower for all of the entries. The preprocessing times required for the median method are almost identical to those of the mean. In some cases it is slightly faster, in others, slightly slower. As Tables 2-5 report on (random) flight paths which we ourselves have generated (with the exception of the Interior flight), we have also tried to design experiments in which other methods will perform well, in order to make this a fair comparison. In particular, the OBBTrees in RAPID are reported to perform especially well in situations in which there exists "parallel close proximity" between the models [21] . This situation occurs when many points on the flying object come close to several points in the environment, and a large number of the nodes of the hierarchies will have to be searched in order to resolve all of the conflicts. Examples of this situation are in virtual prototyping and tolerance analysis applications [21] . Therefore, we have run an experiment similar to one run in [21] , in order to see if our methods based on -dops are competitive in this situation.
We have generated datasets consisting of polygonal approximations to two concentric spheres, with the outer sphere having radius ½ ¼, and the inner sphere being a scaled copy of the outer sphere, having radius ½ ¼ «, for small positive values of «. In this "parallel close proximity" situation, all of the points of the inner sphere are very close to points on the outer sphere, yet there is no intersection between the inner and the outer surfaces.
Here, as in [21] , our objectives is to determine how many bounding volume overlap queries, AE Ú , are required to process the collision detection query: Does the inner surface intersect the outer surface? Now, as previously discussed, our default implementation uses a threshold of ¼ to terminate the construction of the flying hierarchies. However, RAPID uses no such threshold; it always builds a complete binary tree. Thus, in order to make a fair comparison, we modified our code for this particular experiment to be consistent with RAPID, by using a threshold Tables 6 and 7 report our results for spheres of 2,000 triangles each, and spheres of 20,000 triangles each 14 . It came as no surprise that the RAPID implementation of OBBTrees requires fewer bounding volume comparisons than the axis-aligned bounding boxes (6-dops). In fact, for the nested spheres of 20,000 triangles, the OBBs often require over an order of magnitude fewer queries; this is consistent with the conclusion drawn from the similar experiment in [21] .
Our goal here, though, was to compare the OBB method to the -dops methods. As the tables show, for both of the datasets, our ½ , ½ , and ¾ dop methods performed fewer bounding volume overlap queries for the largest value of «, 0.55, when the nested spheres are relatively well separated. For the remaining values of «, however, the OBBTrees perform considerably fewer overlap queries in the spheres dataset having 20,000 triangles. Also, OBBTrees perform fewer queries in the smaller dataset, although not by the same magnitude. Once « becomes small enough (0.001), which happens when the nested spheres are very close to one another, the -dop methods start to overtake the OBB method.
Behavior of CD Time over Flight
While we have compiled our results primarily using the statistic of average-case collision detection time, it is important in some applications to study the worst-case collision detection time for the flight of a moving object. On a typical flight (that of the "Pipes" being flown within the larger system of "Pipes"), we show a plot in Fig. 3 of how the CD time varies with position along the flight, over the 2,000 steps in the simulation. One can see that the CD time increases substantially at various positions along the flight; these correspond to when the flying object comes in very close proximity to the environment. In this particular example, the maximum CD query time is roughly 18 milliseconds. Putting an upper bound on worst-case CD time is especially important in VR applications, where one needs to perform time-critical collision detection [28] . In such situations, our algorithms can be applied, and terminated early (according to the time budgeted for each CD test), resulting in an answer of "maybe": The flying object might be intersecting the environment at this instant. The goal, then, in using the BV-tree is to use the information present in the search of the BV-tree, at the time of early termination, to obtain bounds on how much penetration there can be (if at all) between the flying object and the environment. (See, e.g., [47] .) This problem is left for future investigations.
Time per Collision Detection Query

Conclusion
We have proposed a method for efficient collision detection among polygonal models, based on a bounding volume hierarchy (BV-tree) whose bounding volumes are -dops (discrete orientation polytopes). Our -dops form a natural generalization of axis-aligned bounding boxes, providing flexibility through the choice of the parameter . We have studied the problem of updating an approximate bounding -dop for moving (rotating) objects, and we have studied the application of BV-trees to the collision detection problem.
Our methods have been implemented and tested, for a variety of datasets and various choices of the design parameters (e.g., ). Our results show that our methods compare favorably with a leading system ("RAPID", presented at ACM SIGGRAPH'96 [21] ), whose hierarchy is based on oriented bounding boxes. Further, our algorithms are robust, relatively simple to implement, and are applicable to general sets of polygonal models. Experiments have shown that our algorithms can perform at interactive rates on real and simulated data consisting of hundreds of thousands of polygons.
Extensions and Future Work
Throughout the paper, we have mentioned several possible extensions of our work, including some alternative methods for constructing BV-trees, such as using values of larger than ¾ for our -dops (Section 3.3.3), using alternative "splitting rules" (Section 3.3.4), and using a bottom-up method to construct BV-trees (Section 3.3.2).
We have also suggested some possible future investigations that could lead to faster collision detection queries, including finding an "optimal" orientation of the initial flying hierarchy (Section 4.1), avoiding a hard-coded threshold to control the depth of the hierarchies (Section 4.3), and using a specially designed ordering when performing interval overlap queries (Section 4.4).
In addition to these "design" alternatives, we plan to investigate further extensions of our BV-tree methods, including:
Use of temporal coherence: From one time step to the next, the flying object will occupy roughly the same area of our workspace and, thus, overlap roughly the same set of nodes of the environment hierarchy. It should be possible to give our search algorithm a "hot start" at each step, thereby (potentially) greatly reducing the number of bounding volume overlap calls. The use of coherence may also help address the problem raised at the end of the last section -that of bounding the worst-case query time, and providing an estimate of depth of possible penetration, should the query be terminated before completion.
Multiple flying objects: Currently, our collision detection software is programmed to handle only one flying object. Incorporating multiple objects is particularly trivial if we use a brute-force approach, quadratic in the number of flying objects: check each flying hierarchy against the environment hierarchy, and check every pair of flying hierarchies. If the number of flying objects is relatively small, this approach may be acceptable. However, if the number of flying objects is large, one can apply a "sweep and prune" technique, similar to the one used in [11] , or possibly design effective new strategies.
Dynamic environments:
Allowing the environment to change via insertions and deletions of objects is an important extension for work on environments that are constantly being modified, e.g., a CAD model that is under development and is being edited on a daily basis. The interesting research issue is that of efficiently rebalancing the BV-tree hierarchies under a sequence of insertions and deletions.
Deformable objects:
In addition to allowing dynamic environments, we would also like to extend our hierarchies to handle deformable objects. By "buffering" (enlarging slightly) the -dops in our BV-trees, we can continue to approximate the deformed objects over a short period of time (depending on the velocity of deformation). But rebalancing or rebuilding sections of the hierarchy will also be necessary over the course of time, and it is an interesting topic for future investigation to devise efficient means for doing so.
NC verification: Our methods may be applied to the task of verifying tool paths in NC (Numerically Controlled) machining, where it is important to check whether a tool penetrates (beyond a specified threshold) the surface of a part to be machined, at any position along the tool's motion. This problem constitutes quite a challenge for a generalpurpose CD code since, by the very nature of the tool motion, which is designed to sculpt the part, the tool will be in constant contact with the part's surface. Further, this application requires an extension of our CD code in order to be able to handle spheres and cylinders (without using polyhedral approximations), and (approximate) swept volumes. 
